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S T R A N D
After a long Summer break, we’re back with our August issue.

Hello, Humans

Writing this, I’m slowly moving into my 2nd year flat:
forgetting to have bought broadband in advance, getting waaay too much loo roll and buying shelves upon shelves of food.
Looking around the new area I’m in, however, is like rediscovering the city.
There’s something great in being able to just walk outside the door and
having so much choice: galleries, theatres, venues, shops, etc etc. London
is just one of those gifts that keeps on giving. When I was originally looking
at universities, about 2 years ago now, I couldn’t think to discount London.
A worldwide cultural capital at my doorstep is a huge advantage whether
you’re in Humanities or not. To be at KCL is great, but to take advantage of
the city itself is a big bonus, so I hope you all do too.
The magazine has been undergoing changes and developments over
the last few months. With the new Essay and Theatre sections, a partnership with our university’s Culture department and finally being ratified
under KCLSU this month, it’s going to be an exciting year for the magazine. This issue looks back at London’s Pride Day while we briefly give you
small updates on what’s going on in the city. Building up to September,
the magazine will be posting more and more on our website, building up
to our big September issue that
marks the new university year (I will
be compiling a defintive set of articles on how to save money in the
city). And as we grow, I hope this
magazine can uncover something
for everyone.

CONTACT

If you’d like to contact us about advertising in STRAND or
would like to get some more info, message our facebook page or
send an email to contact.strandmagazine@gmail.com

Samuel Antonio Turner
Editor-in-Chief

Advertising

Submit your work!

We’re always looking for submissions from KCL
students. If you’d like to submit your work to be
in the next issue or even posted on our website,
submit your work to submissions.strandmagazine@gmail.com or check out our website.
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Cerith Wyn Evans:
The Tate Britain Commission 2017
For a more non-committal approach to exhibitions with
ample flexibility to explore other aspects of the museum, the
Cerith Wyn Evans commission for Tate Britain is perfect for
individuals less invested in specific artists.
The installation, titled Forms in Space…by Light (in Time),
is a 2km long assembly of neon lights, suspended masterfully from the ceiling into experimental and visually stimulating forms that illustrate the trajectory of configurations,
footsteps, and movement. This is an installation that is easily stumbled upon by more casual museum goers as they
explore the various permanent pieces available at the Tate.
For more installations at Tate Britain be sure to check out
Queer British Art 1861-1967 which is available until the 1st of
October 2017.
Starting: Currently on (Until the 20th of August) at the
Tate Britain, Millbank, Westminster
Price: Free

Balenciaga: Shaping Fashion at
The Victoria and Albert Museum
A powerhouse of fashion and design, couturier Cristóbal
Balenciaga’s legacy and influence are captured in the UK’s first
exhibition of his work at the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Over 100 pieces crafted by Balenciaga and his protégées
are currently on display, alongside conceptual sketches, fabric
swatches and photographs detailing the Spanish designer’s
artistry that so strongly influenced 1950s and 60s haute couture. This exhibit is well worth visiting for Balenciaga fans and
fashion enthusiasts in general.
Starting: Currently on (until the 18th of February 2018) at the
Victoria and Albert Museum, Cromwell Road, South Kensington
Price: £12.00

Into the Unknown: A Journey Through
Science Fiction at the Barbican
For a more flexible exhibit format, Into the Unknown: A Journey Through Science Fiction allows audiences to walk through
selected chapters (curated by historian Patrick Gyger) that
helped define the genre of Science Fiction.
Expect to see not only pieces from artists like Ray Harryhausen, Ralph McQuarrie, and James Gurney, but also excerpts
from influential texts by authors like Arthur C Clarke and, naturally, clips and models from films such as Star Wars, District 9
and Blade Runner. With over 800 works (some of which never
before seen in the UK) this exhibit offers a look into the bold
world of Sci-Fi for novices and enthusiast alike.
Starting: 3rd of June (through to the 1st of September 2017)
at the Barbican Centre, Silk Street London
Price: £14.50 (£12.00 for Students)

Fine Art
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FINE ART

By Sara Naffa

5 Must-See
Art Exhibitions
this August
Matisse in the Studio at
The Royal Academy of Arts:

Edmund Clark: War of Terror at
The Imperial War Museum
Explore a series of accounts surrounding the concept of
state-control in this stimulating and provocative exhibition by
artist and photographer Edmund Clark at the Imperial War Museum.
If you are interested in issues of security, militia, and general
authority- then this exhibition offers up insight into the measures taken to protect the state and its people from terrorism
(and the ripple effects of these means to achieve control).
The series focuses on multiple areas of Clark’s work such as
his photography from detention camps such as Guantanamo
Bay, documentation of CIA operations, and audio-visual installations that invoke feelings of disorientation, acute surveillance,
and detention.

If you have ever been eager to step into the creative realm
of influential artist Henri Matisse, look no further than the upcoming Matisse in the Studio exhibit at the Royal Academy of
Arts.
The exhibit aims to recreate the environment Matisse himself had immersed himself in when creating some of his most
iconic pieces. By taking some of Matisse’s own personal items
(which helped form his own expansive repertoire) and pairing
them with over 65 of his own works, you will be able to witness
the numerous influences that some of these African, Buddhist
and Oriental items have had on his own artwork.
Be warned, however, this exhibit will set you back a fair bit
and is on the pricier end of this list. If you are at all interested, be
sure to book quickly as this exhibit is in high demand.
Starting: August 5th at the Royal Academy of Arts, Burlington House, London
Price: £15.50 (£10.00 for Students)

Starting: Currently on (Until the 28th of August 2017) at the
Imperial War Museum, Lambeth Road
Price: Free
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Fine Art

ESSAY

The Multiple Purposes
By Victor Chaix
of Art

“Art for Art’s sake”, insisted the French poet
Théophile Gautier in the
early 19th century. This is
an attractive notion, but
is it that simple? While
the notion of art as a
purposeless activity is
widely accepted, there
will always seem to be,
explicitly or implicitly, a certain purpose or goal to an art work.
Literature, cinema, photography, fine art, music--all of these mediums are seemingly ends in themselves but also means. They
are teachers, counsellors, shamans, tools of self-discovery and
remedies for the tumultuous happenings
of our lives. Art is unequivocally intrinsic in
its value, but it has an undeniable extrinsic
purpose for the living individual.

lows us to exteriorise and let go of our baggage of emotions.
Our negative and repressed emotions can, thanks to the power
of art, be evacuated : through tears if it has to, through laughter
or through a simple smile. For Kant, art is more an extension of
philosophy, showing us reality along the sciences. This idea is
taken further by his German counterpart Hegel : for him, ‘art is
the sensuous representation of ideas’.
‘Art exists so that one may recover the sensation of
life; it exists to make one feel things, to make the stone
stony. The purpose of art is to impart sensation of things
as they are perceived and not as they are known. The
technique of art is to make objects “unfamiliar”
- Viktor Shklovsky

“Art reconnects the
individual to the
universe’s magic ...”

In all of its beauty, art keeps us hopeful.
It counsels us in our moments of pain and downs and allows us
to have a more joyful vision of life. Life may be at the moment
harsh, difficult, hopeless and painful, however a simple melody
from the Beatles or a short scene from a Hayao Miyazaki anime
can reassure and comfort us in our daily struggles. Life, with all
of its downsides, is worth living. Art makes us accept the human
condition by making us see, through its medium, the bigger picture of life, the necessary emotional waves of human existence.
Art is a guide to life, exposing the kaleidoscope of paths before us. Our teachers and parents can give us useful advice
and guidance, nevertheless it will not answer our most essential
questions, our profoundest and most fundamental need : the
knowledge of how to truly live. In this sense, art has the power
to convey to the individual the life worth living. Marcel Proust will
show you by his deep analysis of small details. In his novel ‘The
Search of Lost Time’ he conveys that what counts in life is the
appreciation of trivial doings such as eating a “madeleine”-- the
smallest details become a benediction. ‘Paint in Black’ by the
rolling stones will assure you that the only true life is the life of
the rebellious, of the one who has freed himself from culture’s
constraints.
Art reconnects the individual to the universe’s magic, it
makes him wonder.
The monotonous routine of everyday living may make one
look at existence with filters of grey and a sense of purposelessness. Art arrives as one’s regular moral remedy, by reconnecting
us to the musicality of things, to the beauty of everyday living.
A Dadaist photographer like Man Ray reminds us of the beauty
of the illogical. While ‘The Great Wave of Kanagawa’ by Hokusai
throws at us the grandeur to be found in a landscape and nature.
A lot of ink has flowed on the subject of art and its purpose.
Many philosophers tried to make sense of this strange human
phenomena, why do we create it and why do we consume it?
According to Aristotle, art has a function of Catharsis, it al-

Essay

What is the purpose of art according
to artists themselves? For Dickens, art can
denounce and expose the world’s problems. He therefore uses art as a mean to
denounce extreme poverty and inequality,
poor politics, human greed, human violence… For James Joyce,
on the other hand, it is more a matter of showing others that
little things in life are not so little. His novels try to depict the
grandeur of everyday life. Another example is Tolstoy, where art
has an educational purpose. Art should have according to him
the mission to replace lower feelings with higher ones.
Purpose in art is to be found on the side of the artist himself, who, by creating, is transcended by a great energy and
aliveness. ‘Engaged in the creative process, we feel more alive
than ever, because we are making something and not merely
consuming, masters of the small reality we create’ said Robert
Greene. The process itself of creating is ecstatic.
In this month of august, fellow students, intoxicate yourself.
Not only of alcohol and other substances, but also of art. Yes,
art. Consume art, create art, be excessive about it. You never
know what you will take out of it.
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London, A Drag Capital
By Gusta Matthews

Although drag has
been around for decades,
it has recently become
increasingly popular. A
cornerstone of LGTB+
culture, the success of
RuPaul’s Drag Race has
created a league of fans
who can tell you exactly
which challenge was won
by whom and their look
from the main challenge
and their lipsyncs up to
that point and their nail colour etc. etc.
etc. It has become the new standard
by which many judge queens, the glitz
and glamour adding to the drama that
comes hand in hand with a competitive
reality TV show.

club where you are surrounded by actual seven foot queens
in glitter and fishnets, all cheering and dancing along to the
performance whilst trampling your toes beneath their platforms.
I think the point I’m trying to make is that drag is messy.
Various queens trade on this, performers like Adore Delano describing herself as “polish remover” and Katya Zamolodkicova’s
trademark “80% sexy, 20% disgusting” which you can wear emblazoned across your chest like a badge of honour if you buy
her t shirt. They want to be beautiful and feminine looking but
at the same time there needs to be a sense of subversion behind it. It isn’t just enough to look like a woman; there needs
to be something to make you stand out and to capture the
eye of your audience and make them
go ‘wow’.

“A live drag show is a
sweaty, defeaning,
incredible experience.”

However, the queens on Drag Race are made to seem incredibly glamorous and polished. To be a superstar, they must
be perfectly blended, coiffed, able to sew, be funny and lip-sync.
Although these attributes make for entertaining television, it is,
just as the queens it portrays, a highly glamourized and polished version of the reality of drag.
A live drag show is a sweaty, deafening, incredible experience. Wigs fly off, you can see the inch-thick makeup and the
foundation lines on various costume items as well as the obvious lace front lines. The queens are foul mouthed, sharp as
a whip and larger than life. That’s not to say these attributes
don’t translate to the small screen, they do, but Drag Race is
just as much about the workroom, the individual conflicts and
the backstories as the queens as performers; it is reality TV after all, even a mocking, tongue in cheek version of it. There is
something very different about watching a lip sync curled up
under your duvet on a Sunday night and cramming into a night-

Some of the
original Blitz Kids
Essay

Whilst Drag Race is a good way
of introducing people to the world of
drag and helping bring it into the main
stream, there is also a danger that, by idolizing and attempting
to mimic these queens, we lose sight of what is going on right
on our doorstep. London is filled with an incredible assortment
of gender fuckeries, and whilst going to see Bianca Del Rio on
one of her world tours or the Klub Kids (basically an assortment
of Drag Race alumni) is a cool introduction to live drag, it can
blinker you slightly. It is easy to be glued to Netflix, Instagram,
Snapchat, avidly watching your favorite queens as they sashay around the
world, carefully watching when they’re
doing live shows near you so that
you can go and watch them. As with
all reality TV, it becomes more about
the personalities than the form of
drag itself. (And I say this with great
authority because, until recently, this
was me.) The irony is, by following individual queens and mimicking their
makeup, hair and mannerisms, we are
in fact going against everything that
drag stands for.
London has been a hotbed of
Drag Culture for years. The Blitz club
and the Fridge were both set up as
a response to the Punk movement,
the epitome of an anti-establishment
genre. Boy George, Steve Strange and
John Galliano were all part of the community along with bands like Spandau
Ballet and Visage who would go on to
become central parts of the New Romantics. Throughout the
politically tense 80s, the club was the epicenter of this subversive genre that looked to challenge ideas of gender and push
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for queerness to be more widely accepted, fighting against the
prejudice that they were faced with on a daily basis. They even
influenced David Bowie and his ambiguously gendered characters such as the Thin White Duke and Ziggy Stardust.
In London, there are increasing numbers of faux queens, biological women who dress as if they are men in drag. Being a
faux queen, more often than not, comes
hand in hand with rejection. They are
seen to be imposing on a realm that
has traditionally belonged to gay men,
the women the subject of imitation
and parody. However, it is takes drag
back to its roots. Drag has always been
about subverting gender and pushing
ideals of beauty and femininity to their
boundaries. It is not just about the illusion of a man dressing as a woman; you want your audience to
question binaries, these androgynous figures making them unsure as to what they’re witnessing. It is radical and political, and
as ‘traditonal’ drag (if there even is such a thing) becomes more
widely accepted and mainstream, queens have to find new
ways of pushing boundaries and shocking their audiences. To
quote RuPaul: “Drag will never be mainstream because it breaks
the fourth wall and it mocks our culture and identity: how much
you have, where you’re from, your economic background. Drag
mocks all of that. It’s the antithesis of mainstream.”

been performing for the past fourteen years across Europe and
is quick to defend her position as a cis-female performer. Other stalwarts include Victoria Sin, whose exploration of drag has
allowed them to explore their gender and sexuality and accept
their non-binary status.

“They have created
characters that they
inhabit that allow
them to explore ideas
of gender and push
boundaries ...”

Just as for men in drag, these women inhabit a heightened
form of femininity. Reading through various interviews with
them, the resounding message is that they feel empowered
by putting on their makeup and costume. They have created
characters that they inhabit that allow them to explore ideas of
gender and push boundaries, something that it is possible for
anyone of any gender to do.
There are some inspiring cis-female drag performers in London. Holestar, the self-proclaimed “Tranny with a fanny” has

However, in spite of this, the London drag scene is dying out. Increased
rents and the recession has caused the
closure of several iconic venues around
the capital, such as Madam Jojo’s, Molly Moggs’, The Joiners Arms and many
more. As well as a hike in rents, development in areas such as Shoreditch
and the gentrification of the city has
removed these hotspots of LGTB+ culture in favour of artisan coffee shops
and new-build apartment buildings.

But all is not lost. There are still waves of hope in London, with
the Glory in Haggerston and South Bloc in Vauxhall looking to
revitalize the scene. Sink the Pink, a ‘Genderfuck Army Queering
The Norm And Taking Over The Planet’, their quarterly takeover
of London venues providing a night of hedonistic androgyny
for those who are quick enough to snap up tickets are some of
the forerunners, and the newly appointed “night Tsar”, Audrey
Lamé, is looking to guard this. There is also a growing fashion
for re-purposing traditionally straight events; the most famous
is probably Bethnal Green Working Men’s club, hosting a variety
of drag nights throughout the month, providing a safe space
for all members of the LGTB+ community. Soho, as always, still
has some stellar Drag Nights; Her Upstairs is the brainchild of
Meth and the aptly named ‘Boyfriend Joe’, a bar that provides
a plethora of entertainments whilst supporting local businesses and provides a gloriously queer evening. (They’re also expanding into ‘Them Downstairs’, so even more drag to entertain
and delight!) Others include the Admiral Duncan, which has a
combination of regular performers and visiting acts, the Royal
Vauxhall Tavern, with Bar Wotever, a queer cabaret, and Duckie, hosted by Amy Lame herself,
happening on Tuesdays and Saturdays of every
week. And of course the Glory, which is a relatively
new venue looking to invigorate and bring LGTB
performance culture back to East London. Basically, there are some killer nights out there, so
rather than sitting in front of a screen, get out
there and experience them!

Meth,

Queen and
creator of
Her Upstairs
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LITERATURE

By Helen Blasak

Amor Vincit Omnia
Swifter wings have brought misfortune
hence
But never had I seen any with such dark
plumage
as those which fluttered above my heart one
day
and plucked it from its cage
That day I rattled and shook with emptiness
And put a hand to my chest
I looked down
Then up again
To see my heart being borne across the sea
It soared then sank below the horizon
Just as he had

   He left me with a promise to return,
and I believed he would.
That had always been my downfall:
From the moment it began to beat,
   my heart was never my own.
All my life long
   it sought to belong to another.
Most hearts do, in fact
and very few prevail
Amor vincit omnia
Love conquers all
I marvel at my own defeat from the water’s edge.
Silhouetted against the sky,
a cormorant passes overhead and settles upon the
shore.

But I know coincidence well
and I wept wishing this were one
I mourned the loss of his touch more than
I missed the beat of my own heart
   He held me as though I were made of
glass
   Cherished me as if I were made of gold
   but in truth I am neither glass nor gold
   nor am I flesh and bone
   I am heart and soul
   yet my heart is brittle and my soul a little
weary
   and so I shatter and scuff like tableware
When we danced he cradled my very soul
in his arms
   With my head upon his breast,
I breathed wanton breath
   My eyes closed and truth stole from my
lips
   I swayed and fell into his embrace

Literature
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Poetry: Helen Blasak

Sisterhood
When I was little, I had a sister
When I was twelve and she was sixteen,
She lost her mother
She brought a girl home and held her hand
And bang
She lost her mother
And her mother lost a daughter
My mother said so
My father said the same
I looked at them both and realised
I lost my parents that day
I stood by my sister
And lost my parents that day
I lost my parents
so that my sister could keep her sister
so my sister could love and be loved
so my sister didn’t have to hide
so my sister could still hold on to the idea of family
While she tried to start her own
When she was twenty-two
And I was eighteen
I gave her away at her wedding
And when I did, I gained a sister in law
The man and woman we called parents
Wouldn’t come
But we still celebrated

Poetry: AM
Image: Helen Blasak

Our parents never understood
The strength of our sisterhood
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Attic
They beat you with burning
Glistening slim canes and
They always leave ruby marks
And lines indented. A drawn out
Barb so we knew that
God loved us. She burnt you because
She wanted to know if
You could love her; you stopped
Her heart with a cork and she
Floated. I was in white netting
Like a fish and I gasped for air in
Choked breath; I could not move
My arms but because I was water
I put her out. Later you cut me
Out and thank me; a stumped
Hand with heat-tightened flesh stretched
over
Milky-water eyes, confessional
In a spluttering kiss.

Poetry and Subject: Kathryn Corrall
Image: Elizabeth Aline

Literature
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Swan
He wandered upstream
As the brook sang his song,
Soaking his brilliance.
Only latent in water.
But callous in air,
A white swell in our blue
I was the water.
No,

A ripple.
I bathed with him,
Only a little.
I wanted him to drown
Cloak him in slime and
Make him my fish.
He wrestled my smothering
Skin, plucking the feathers
Off his fins.
Drown my darling, please.
You can’t have the wind
If I won’t breathe.

Poetry: Natasha Rainey
Image: Elizabeth Aline
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Lost and Found
By C.B. Chelston

“Do you feel anything?” Faye asked.
I looked at the thin layer of smoke surrounding
my lips as it faded into the warm afternoon air. It was
so transparent, so delicate; the way it disappeared so
hurriedly upset me. I looked at the few scattered clouds
which gave depth to the sky: isolated from each other,
yet so full and solid to the eye. They were fleeting,
too, but in a different way. I could study their shape,
the way the wind slowly contorted them, the way they
morphed into nothingness.
“Not yet, I guess,” I replied. “But it’s okay. The
sky is beautiful today – and it’s warm. I’m happy.”
Faye giggled. She laid on the grass next to me,
her nails grasping her hair, her cheeks folded into the
smile of a child immersed in her fantasies, her teeth biting her lips. She attempted to silence her laughter with
a soft giggle, but her eyes were loud – they screamed,
hysterical, brimming with joy. She lowered her eyebrows for a moment. The melancholic realisation that
the present had already passed.
“Don’t you wish you could just… be…” Hazel murmured. Her pupils were widening at her own
thoughts, letting that moment reflect in them, letting
the sky drip into them, letting them absorb our faces,
the figures shining in the distance, the grass, the sea.
“Be what?” I asked.
Hazel didn’t reply. Her hypnotised look floated over
her open mouth, her pupils slowly rising under creasing
lids. The ecstatic smile of a saint in a baroque painting.
I took another toke.
“I know exactly who I’d want to be,” said Faye.
Her fingers were curling her hair, thin red threads strangling them, choking the shiver in her voice. Her teeth
sunk deeper into her lips.
We shared a patient silence.
When Faye opened her mouth, blood was staining it.
“It doesn’t matter now,” she said, then smiled.
Her tongue had spread the blood; her lips and teeth
were drenched in red. “Maybe you’ll find out.”
Hazel looked at her. I imagined Faye’s face being sucked into her eyes like a cloud of vapour, her
smile and her laughter and her screams and her secrets
turning into shiny drops, floating between her lids until they disappeared between them, soaking them like
tears.
“You’re bleeding,” she said, but she didn’t look worried. She let her fingers touch Faye’s lips and she let
Literature

the blood stain them. “A lot,” she added.
Hesitation froze the time around them. It was
sharp but fleeting. A fraction of a second. The fingers
quickly detached themselves from the lips, the lids
blinked, the tongue cleaned the teeth. I wondered how
long it had lasted in their minds.
I inhaled more smoke and closed my eyes. The
sun had just appeared from behind a dissolving cloud.
It was warm, like a hand. The skin of my fingers protected my eyes from it, filtering its light, turning it
into throbbing red flashes. I felt the blood pulsating on
them, the beats slowing gradually, like a lowering tide.
I thought I could hear it; it was loud, but calming – it
filled my ears, deadening the laughs of my friends, the
subtle whistle of the wind, the voices that it brought
with its movement. I could still hear a few sounds between the beats. 		
Thump
wind
blowing
thump
“…
please?” thump “thanks” thump seagulls screaming thump “so pretty!” thump cars thump birds chirping thump “I feel sick” thump silence thump “get
up” thump a hand touching my shoulder thump laughter thump “I need” thump children singing thump
“maybe.”
Noises were overwhelming. I needed to fill the
intermittent silences with something, anything loud
enough to cover those remaining crevices of reality
around me. Thump more laughter thump getting louder
thump “beautiful” thump waves thump steps thump–
thoughts. I started thinking instead of listening. I started thinking, letting blurred thoughts cover the sounds,
letting them freeze like ice, letting them become sharp,
defined, stinging. I thought about the future thump the
word “future” thump I liked thinking about the future
thump the idea of change thump possibilities thump
something new thump filling the void thump with
ideas thump ideas thump ideas thump until it was
so saturated thump it would blind me thump until it
became a labyrinth thump of concepts thump until I
admitted to myself thump I was lost thump I couldn’t
stand it thump I thought about Faye instead thump I
wondered thump if she was lost too thump “Maybe
one day you’ll find out” thump secrets thump I knew
thump she wasn’t lost thump loss thump did not mean
being lost thu–
A scream. High-pitched, heavy, slightly strident, like
a long violin note.
Screams are so defined, yet so insecure. They
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“ If Hazel’s eyes were a hole, Faye’s were soil, stones, and sand.
She filled them perfectly...”

are an excess of emotion, primal in their simplicity, in
the way they disturb, the way they infiltrate into people’s lives, attract looks, careless, desperate, ambiguous in their intent, but undeniably present.
I opened my eyes. Thoughts silenced, noises
multiplied, heartbeats muffled. The world was bright,
brighter than my transparent thoughts. My eyes felt dry
against the light and the air. They followed the scream.
Hazel’s lips, thin and stretched like wings, were open
in a blaring smile. She was running, jumping, dancing,
fluctuating between the sky and the ground like a siren,
singing a singular shrieking note. Faye was enchanted, silently staring at her, uncaring of her own self,
her mouth relaxed, her hands unknowingly brushing
against her own cheeks.
“What’s happening?” I asked her.
Her muscles became tense, she inhaled quickly, then
held her breath until I spoke again.
“Faye?”
She was startled, her lashes blinking as fast as
the trembles on her body.
“I’m not sure,” she whispered. Her words were
quivering and soft, but definite; she started and ended
the sentence with a glance in Hazel’s direction. I wondered if her heart was thumping into her ears, too.
“I think…”
Thump. She hesitated.
“…I found something.”
She smiled. Thump. I smiled back. Thump, silence. She did not expect me to respond, she did not
want to talk any more, she did not want me to talk, she
did not want anything but silence between the two of
us. She did not want anything but Hazel’s voice. She
listened to her screeches with closed eyes and a soft
smile, her head nodding to their melody.
My ears were pounding, but my eyes were
fixed on Hazel. I wondered why Faye wasn’t looking.
“It’s funny,” I said. “It’s funny how her hair looks almost white in this light. The sun is so bright – it’s like a
mirror.” My voice merged with Hazel’s piercing song.
“What about her hands?” Faye asked. Her eyes
were still closed.
“They have a life of their own, her fingers look
like feathers.”
“How are they moving?”
“Why won’t you open your eyes?” I asked her.
She smiled.
“It’s strange…”

A timid giggle interrupted her words.
“…my eyes hurt. They’re pounding, like a-“
“Like a heartbeat?”
“Yes,” she laughed. Her fingers were trembling. Feathers.
		
“How fast is it going?” I asked her.
“How fast is what?”
“The thumping. Your heart.”
“It’s my eyes not-“
“Clap your hands,” I interrupted her.
“Clap them to its rhythm.”
Her smile was tense. She started clapping. Hazel’s voice echoed against her beating hands.Thump
clap scream jump. Thump clap scream jump.
“Don’t stop,” I said. “Look at her. She’s dancing to your heartbeat.”
“I don’t want to.” A heavy sigh filled the spaces
between those words.
Thump clap scream jump.
“Why?”
My ears burnt; they were warm, I thought their
insides were melting as I tried to mute the blood flow
that was inundating them.
Thump clap scream jump.
“You can’t lose something you don’t have.”
Faye’s voice did not sound like it belonged to
her. It had the clarity of her smile, but I could hear tears
in it .....
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Finish the story at
the link below:

https://cbchelston.wordpress.com/2017/05/02/lost-and-found/

Literature

MUSIC

By Nikhil Kanukuntla

Gus Dapperton
playful dream pop
from a confident
debutant

Yellow and Such
EP Review

At several points in Matthew Dillon Cohen’s
cinematic music video for Dapperton’s debut
Pop/Indie
single, ‘I’m Just Snacking’, we see Dapperton, decked in oversize,
vintage-buttoned down jacket, gyrating to his music via cupped
headphones and a portable CD player. As he traipses down New York’s Chinatown district, there’s something immediately infectious about his style and musical sensibility. His songs, self-described as ‘80s-influenced and kind
of dreamy’ are laced with lifting Roland synth pieces and earthy vocals.
His debut EP, which dropped on the 3rd August, is the first containment
of that. Each track is gorgeous, and considering Dapperton has declared
‘World class cinema’ as something that inspires him to create, each musical piece feels well-adjusted into the whole, like a well-paced film, where
no scene feels superfluous. ‘Miss Glum & the Pursuit of Falling’ features
Beatlesesque chord progressions with interlacing vocal arrangements
reminiscent of Bradford Cox, punched into with a gorgeous strings sample. In ‘Gum, Toe and Sole’ (self-tagged under the ‘surrealism’ genre in the
SoundCloud upload) the vocal hook, carried by the bass, runs throughout
the song, over his raspy tones of heartache in the verses and chorus.
His songs are sexy without being self-centred and confident without
eliminating the possibility of doubt. His future work could only get more
interesting.

Digs
(August 4th 2017 @ Self-Released)

(November 8th 2016 @ Self-Released)

A concept Jazz, hip-hop instrumental album
in dedication to the anime Cowboy Bebop. Shimmering guitar work and hints of Nujabes.

Blindingly ethereal guitar music with
dashes of Portishead and Galaxie 500.
Experimental song structures and promising songwriting.

saib.
Bebop

Music

sothko
Oakbank
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According to data collected through the Spotify analytics
team, you’re 49% likely to skip a song before it has ended, and
nearly a quarter of all song plays will be skipped within the first
five seconds of its running time. Our casual listening habits
seem to corroborate this. You skip songs all the time; songs
that don’t quite fit the mood; songs kept in streaming libraries
that have lost their preference; songs recommended to you by
an algorithm that don’t quite hit the mark. With access to a near
compendium of all produced music, we seem to want nothing
but the best at exactly the right time.
Most people have mastered the art of knowing what to
think about a piece of music relatively quickly. All music recommendation services work on the assumption that the consumer trusts the artists they already listen to to lead them onto
others they probably will like, and streaming services are made
much more marketable to
consumers if their discovery
feed is consistently reliable
at doing so. Hubert Léveillé
Gauvin, a doctoral student
in music theory at The Ohio
State University spent a
couple of months “listening

to and analyzing songs that hit the top 10 from 1986 to 2015”
and found not only “a dramatic shift away from long intros” but
also “a marked increase in tempo”. It’s easy to mark this correlation and argue, as Léveillé Gauvin does, that we’re “operating
in an ‘attention economy,’” where “attention is scarce and valuable.” This seems to suggests that not only has skipping songs
become a symptom of smartphone culture but that the music
industry itself is reacting in an imperative way, where the creative approach for artists and musicians involves competition
with countless other possible hits in the battle for some level
of instant gratification. In Léveillé Gauvin’s words, “If people can
skip so easily and at no cost, you have to do something to grab
their attention.”
This talk of diminishing attention spans when it comes to
consuming popular entertainment isn’t new, and it isn’t specific to music either. The Guardian has argued that the rise of
more complex television series and novels means that due to
the multiplicity of our digital distractions, we demand something
more compelling and engaging to keep us from checking our updates, which can only be a good thing. When it comes to music,
taste and what we find compelling is an ever-developing thing.
The charts are a good snapshot of the sort of things people
are listening to for a particular stretch of time, but often aren’t
indicative, or provide a very skewed perspective of what carries cultural currency in the long run. There are multiple factors
that could contribute to the diminishing of intros in the charts,
and it isn’t necessarily some sort of indicator for a wider, cultural
impatience with what we consume. Technology is undoubtedly changing the way (and how much) music is made, listened
to and distributed, and whatever form chart music takes as a
result is simply the momentary peak of its commercial success.

(July 11th 2017 @ Self-Released/Bootleg)

New Delhi Express

(Romantic Dream)

Remarkable bootleg album stumbled upon
“in a street market vendor’s stall” in New Delhi.
Film music meets eccentric, dashed electronic
chopping and editing with often surrealistic
vocal samplings.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
By Jared Phanco
The origins of Pride in London can be traced back to 1971,
where the GLF (Gay Liberation Front) organized the first LGBT
event to ever take place in the capital they referred to as Gay Day.
The GLF then organized the first Gay Pride march in England the
following year with estimates of the number of attendees somewhere around 2000. The parade has grown extensively since the
70’s into one of the largest LGBT events in the world and this year
there was reportedly over 26,000 people in attendance.
What made the event particularly enjoyable was the fact that
away from the main event that was staged in Trafalgar Square,
down various side streets there were all kinds of entertainment
to be found. Wardour Street in the heart of London’s gay district,
@jaredphanco
Soho, played host to a huge street party full of rainbow clad revellers. It proves almost impossible to find yourself joining in with the
celebrations as well as appreciating the eye-catching array of interesting
costumes people have made especially for the occasion. 2017 has been a
particularly special year for the LGBT community as it marks the 50th anniversary of the decriminalisation of homosexuality in the United Kingdom
under the Sexual Offences Act of 1967.
As with most of the events I attend to photograph, my main aim was
to focus in on the people who make the parade a truly special place to be.
Though since its inception pride has gradually established itself as a staple
of culture that is celebrated all over the nation, as you watch the parade it
becomes increasingly astounding to think that only 50 years ago homosexuality was illegal.
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Hot By Ceyda Uzun
Summer Flicks
It’s August. We should
be out sunbathing, holidaying and doing summer aesthetic things like
parks and picnics, fairs
and festivals, rooftop parties… all while basking in
the sunlight. Instead, it’s
still cold, raining and this never ending break is going to bankrupt me. For those of you trapped in London right now, I’ve narrowed down and compared the best current releases for you to
enjoy from the safety of the comfy indoors, either at home or
in cinema for a slightly cheaper alternative to all those better
things listed above.
Let’s talk about Girls Trip. Everywhere I turn I’m being told
how original and hilarious this comedy is, which is a shock considering ‘comedy’ films rarely leave an impact on myself or anyone that I speak to. (The best was left before the 2000’s, but
we’ll save that list for another occasion). When asking others
what films they would definitely recommend, Girls Trip received
an overwhelming response, with a fellow student adding that;
‘If there is one movie you should go and watch in the cinema this year, then you should make sure that it is Girl’s Trip. A
feel-good movie packed with inappropriate jokes, an iconic cast
and a hilarious script that will leave you quite literally screaming
with laughter. The movie follows four women who rekindle their
long-term friendship by taking a vacation in order to let loose
and become one with their former college selves. Considered
as the summer movie of the decade, Girl’s Trip will leave you
wanting a ‘girl’s trip’ of your very own.’
Moving on to the highest budgeted film in European history, and also one of the most mixed reviewed films, let me clear
the confusion for Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets. Being a futuristic genre that’s both completely open to the

Film

imagination yet limited by borrowed ideas and concepts, it’s difficult to make a unique mark as a dystopian or science fiction
film today. Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets stands
on its own regarding the complexity and multitude of ideas, jam
packed into over 2 hours of mind mayhem. Renowned director
Luc Besson emphasized his
main inspiration and source
of research being his imagination, quoting Einstein
that ‘the imagination is more
important than knowledge’
reflecting his films unique
charm of exploring the
depths of someone’s mind
almost like a dream; beautiful and alluring yet lacking
the necessary links and
details to create a well-received film. Nonetheless, his
goal as he told me earnestly is to make us question
and talk, not to create a film
that every critic will enjoy
or forget the moment after
watching. For that, he has
succeeded, for Valerian is a
film that leaves you wondering and finding more after
every watch. For its ability to
stun with unique characters, technological concepts and VSE,
the film effectively explores our future whilst still contemplating
modern concepts of gender, equality and immigration. Love it or
hate it, it’s a work of art.
There are a tonne of outdoor cinemas and events for when
the sun actually decides to make an appearance. One of which
is a massive outdoors screening for La La Land
at Ally Pally, on the 16th September. If you
missed out on La La Land due to the over-hype
and the ‘I don’t have the patience for musicals’
mentality, or if you just can’t get enough of it,
this is your chance to re live every moment with
a beautiful sunset backdrop.
Speaking of La La, Soho house completely
blew me away with its Portobello Electric Cinema when I first watched it. If you haven’t heard
of this venue I promise you its worth going at
least once. With the comfiest armchairs and
theatre like atmosphere, you will definitely experience cinema at its finest.
This will however, leave you even more broke
and you might hate me if you actually go spend
your summer living in cinemas, so read on for a
stay at home alternative…
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The Best from Summer’s
Sundance Festival
Having
enjoyed a full day
of
screenings
and press interviews in June for this year’s Sundance Film Festival, many of
the highlights are now hitting our screens to stream. If after this
never ending summer break you’re broke and can’t afford to go
see the films I just mentioned in cinema, then maybe this is the
article for you.

ly stood out in Crown Heights, adapted from the popular ‘This
American Life’ podcasts. This film captured everything wrong in
law, but everything right in family, perseverance and the importance of making the right choices alone. Lakeith’s performance
In Crown heights for me was unforgettable. The emotion carried
in his eyes really captured the wrong doings of the American
law system but also the strength of character needed to pursue an ongoing battle for mercy. To learn of such a devastating
true story left me feeling frustrated throughout, as the director
made evident how unjust and hasty murder convictions can be, but more importantly how a few
manipulated words can change someone’s fate
forever.

First up, The Incredible Jessica James. Incredibly witty, unfiltered and unapologetic, the incredible Jessica James is the
exact film us Millennials needed. Jessica
reminds us that a woman doesn’t need a
relationship to tell her she’s worthy. She
knows she’s a ‘unicorn’ rare and stunning, with or without a guy’s approval.
Undeniably an up and coming star, Jessica, playing the role of Jessica, shows a
confident, realistic performance of strong
women today. The writer is unafraid of
exploring taboo topics on big screen regarding sex, the patriarchy and relationships today, but successfully sugar coats
with a surface of comedy to keep the film
light hearted and entertaining to watch.
A rare rom-com which is less about the
romance and more about knowing how
amazing you are, got to love it!
We all love a good light hearted film
in the summer, but let’s get real for a
second. Lakeith Stanfield. Heard of him?
No? Seriously, this guy is a star. He has
a mediocre role in The Incredible Jessica
James too (as well as Get Out) but real-
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If you’re here hoping for a something more educational but still visually stunning, I got that covered
to. Chasing Coral is an eye opening, shocking documentary accounting global warming in a way I’ve
never seen before. We all think that global warming
is a threat to our future, that it’s not our generations fault. This documentary however, reminds us
that it’s here, it’s now, and only we can change it. To
visually witness the bleaching, and the passion in
which the marine team have towards putting their
message across, really moved me. From stunning
ocean captures and documented camera work to
the team’s hardships and problems encountered,
the documentary was beautifully framed as a story surrounding the protagonist, Coral. Only we, the
audience, can save her. The ending is the one we
create.
So there you have it, a bunch of films to waste
your summer away with instead of getting a start
on the reading lists for next month. You’re welcome.

Cast of
The Incredible Jessica James
Film

THEATRE

By Molly Gearen

Molly Gearen here—newly minted Strand Mag Theatre Editor.
Below you will find a carefully curated collection of what to see in
London in the early autumnal months. (I’d say “fall,” but I’m trying to
translate from Yank to Queen’s English—if you ever catch me live
be sure to ask how well that sort of thing went when I took two
Brits to see Hamilton in Chicago.) For more information about performances and tickets, please visit the individual theatre websites
or box offices.

Top 10
London
Theatre Shows Right Now

Hamlet — Harold Pinter Theatre
Closes 2 September 2017
Anyone else missing Sherlock? If so, check out Andrew Scott
playing Hamlet this fall. Here’s hoping he brings the brooding
melancholy of Moriarty to one of Shakespeare’s best plays and
most complex characters. (I still think Gertrude offed Ophelia because Ophelia was pregnant, but that’s a debate for a different
time.)

The Great Gatsby — Secret Location
Closes 10 September 2017
This is more immersive-party than play—“1920s dress encouraged, dancing shoes required,” but your host is Jay Gatsby, so who really minds? Location is “TBC,” but the closest tube
stop is either Leicester Square or London Bridge.

Alice’s Adventures Underground
— Les Enfant Terribles theatre company
Closes 23 September 2017
Check out this quirky, interactive play performed in the
Vaults below Waterloo station—die-hard Carrol fans may be
disappointed at liberties taken with the story, but anyone who
grew up daydreaming of venturing down the rabbit-hole finally
has a chance (albeit in the midst of a metropolis and not an
idyllic countryside).

Theatre

Road — Royal Court Theatre
Closes 9 September 2017
This play is set on an unnamed road in the north of Britain in the 1980s. Inhabitants of the town tell their stories in the
midst of Thatcher’s England (Thatcherites beware, her reviews
are less-than-warm). Expect angst and anger set to the music
of the 1980s.
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Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
— Young Vic Performing at the Apollo Theatre
Closes October 23

Mosquitoes — National Theatre, Dorfman Stage
Closes 28 September 2017
This is a play about two very different sisters (Olivias Colman
and Williams) thrown together again by a tragic event, and the
fallout of their reunion. As with all shows at the National, student tickets go on sale for 15 pounds 45 minutes before the
performance.

See Sienna Miller and Jack O’Connell star in the Tennessee
William’s masterpiece, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. Set in the 1950s in
the American South, this play deals with Maggie, a woman desperate for a child and sexual affirmation, and her husband Brick,
a gay man reeling with grief over his lover’s recent death and
frustration with the patriarchal tension that arises during their
stay at his family home. The set is minimal and the language is
electrifying—a true must-see.

King Lear — The Globe
Closes 14 October 2017
If you’re interested in doubling up on Shakespearian tragedies about daddy issues, check out King Lear. Standing at the
Globe is an experience not for the faint of heart, but there’s
something thrilling about entering into the tradition handed
down from Elizabethan times that brings you that close to the
action. (I saw a production of Antony and Cleopatra where Eve
Best planted a kiss on a handsome man near the stage, so
queue up early in case Cordelia gets frisky.)

Queen Anne — RSC at the Royal Haymarket
Closes 30 September 2017
The play follows the life of Princess Anne in the days before she ascends the throne. Anne struggles to balance her
relationship with Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, her duties to
King William III, and the responsibility she owes her country. This
production had a sold-out season at the Swan in Stratford-upon-Avon, and also features a rare trifecta of female director, writer, and leading actors.

Much Ado About Nothing — The Globe
Closes 15 October 2017
The new take on this Shakespearian comedy is set in Mexico in the year 1910. Cousins Beatrice and Hero fall in love—and
experience confusion and miscommunications galore—with two
dashing young soldiers, Benedick and Claudio, respectively.
(Look out for fun puns on Beatitudes and Benedictions in the
wonderfully ireful love of Beatrice and Benedick.)

Girl From the North Country — Old Vic
Closes 7 October 2017
This is a musical featuring Bob Dylan songs and set in Duluth, Minnesota (2 HOURS NORTH OF WHERE I GREW UP!!) The
English majors reading this may well remember a very interesting discussion about the validity of Dylan’s Nobel Prize in Literature which he earned for song writing—what better place to
revisit the notion than in a beautiful old theatre during a family
drama about living in a pretty cool state?
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